EASTER LOTTERY PRIZES 2022
The Lottery Draw will be held at our offices on Tuesday April 12th 2022 at 13:00

1. 3 Nights for 2 people, with breakfast included, at “MarBella Collection” in Corfu

2. 3 Nights for 2 people, with breakfast included, at “Kavos Naxos” Boutique Hotel

3. Silkscreen print, Pavlos Samios

4. HUAWEI MatePad 11 10.95" 128GB Tablet

5. Samsung Galaxy A52s Dual 5G 128GB Smartphone

6. Roomba Vacuum Cleaner i-Robot

7. Embroidered leather bag

8. IT Service & Solutions

Happy Easter!
9. IT Service & Solutions

10. IT Service & Solutions

11. IT Service & Solutions

12. Giftcard for € 350 from “Media Markt”

13. Baccarat crystal vide poche

14. Pashmina

15. 2 Nights for 2 people, with breakfast included, at “LAS HOTEL & SPA” in Gytheio, Lakonia

16. Giftcard for € 230 from “Plaisio”

17. Chrysopigi I, 2021, Sketch on paper, Claire Tsalouchidis-Hadjiminas

18. Easter egg

19. Suede clutch bag

20. Evening dress

21. 2 Nights for 2 people, with breakfast included, at “The Lost Unicorn” Hotel in Tsagkarada, Pilio

22. GB Collection Exclusive massage for 1 person with use of the indoor pool
23. Giftcard for € 170 from “Plaisio”

24. 2 Return tickets from Piraeus to the Cyclades

25. Longchamp handle bag Le Pliage – NÉO

26. Silver and gold ring with Mabe pearls

27. Handmade silver ring with uncut topaz citrine

28. Dinner with wine for 2 people at the restaurant “La Suite Lounge” of the “St. George Lycabettus” Hotel

29. Car service € 150

30. Silver ring with pink gold plating

31. Necklace with pearls and mineral stones

32. Annual simple vehicle insurance / Euro Public Product

33. Annual home insurance / EuroHome Economy Product / Building insurance up to € 100.000

34. Dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “RATKA”

35. Lunch/dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “Codice Blu”

36. Scented candle

37. Giftcard for € 120 from the super market chain “AB Vassilopoulos”


40. Blots earrings

41. SAUCONY shirt and leggings

42. 3 nutrition counselling sessions

43. Gravure

44. Lunch for 2 people at the restaurant “Menoo”

45. Lunch/dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “Zefyros”

46. Lunch/dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “Vassilenas”

47. Lunch/dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “Vassilenas”

48. Facial treatment

49. Facial treatment

50. Mini Nespresso machine Delonghi

51. Giftcard for € 100 from the “attica” department stores

52. Giftcard for € 100 from the “attica” department stores

53. Giftcard for € 100 from the “attica” department stores
54. Giftcard for € 100 from “VARDAS”

55. Giftcard for € 100 from “Glavas”

56. Giftcard for € 100 from “Degustation”

57. Giftcard for € 100 from “Apostolopoulos Bros”

58. Evening bag with sequins

59. FILA Ladies’ sports shoes

60. Osco desk organizer & chest of drawers

61. 3 Coffee-table Books from the Alpha Bank collection

62. 2 Lund London reusable water bottles

63. Horticultural visit and study

64. Horticultural visit and study

65. Horticultural visit and study

66. Horticultural visit and study

67. Salad serving set

68. Giftcard for € 80 from “Plaisio”

69. 2 Cookery Books
70. Longchamp handle bag Le Pliage

71. ARENA Windbreaker

72. Dog pillow

73. 3 Coffee-table Books from the Alpha Bank collection

74. FILA Men’s sweater and shirt

75. Bonus for purchases from the “Kokofoinikas” nursery for € 70

76. 2 Modigliani Breadbaskets/Fruit bowls

77. 3 Dunoon “Coffee” porcelain cups

78. CONSIDED backpack

79. Gift box of Greek products

80. Wooden case of 6 bottles of wine from the Kokotos Estate (3 Chardonnay & 3 Cabernet Sauvignon)

81. CONSIDED backpack

82. CONSIDED backpack

83. “Pumpkin Melody” Platter, Michel Design Works

84. Wooden box with one Magnum Kokotos Estate
85. ARENA performance shirt and shorts

86. Wooden carving

87. Giftcard for € 60 from the super market chain “AB Vassilopoulos”

88. CONSIGNED backpack

89. “Lobster” ceramic platter, Amalfi Ceramics

90. Scented Easter candle

91. FILA Ladies’ sweater

92. Airwalker

93. “Tom & Jerry” Pre-school trolley bag, Graffiti

94. Dinner for 2 people at the restaurant “La Piazzetta”

95. Easter candle with gold-plated charm

96. Easter candle with gold-plated charm

97. Easter candle with gold-plated charm

98. Easter candle with gold-plated charm

99. Easter candle with gold-plated charm
100. Child’s dress

101. Child’s dress

102. Child’s dress

103. Room diffuser Millefiori Milano

104. Coffee-table Book from the Alpha Bank collection

105. 2 Coffee-table Books from the Alpha Bank collection

106. Box with Easter products & 2 Easter Candles

107. Box with Easter products & 2 Easter Candles

108. Box with Easter products & 2 Easter Candles

109. Box with Easter products & 2 Easter Candles

110. Box with Easter products & 2 Easter Candles

111. Replay Elementary school bag

112. Giftcard for € 50 from “VARDAS”

113. Giftcard for € 50 from “VARDAS”

114. Giftcard for € 50 from “Laskaris Optical”

115. Giftcard for € 50 from “Laskaris Optical”
116. Paperweight & Summer decoration/good luck charm

117. Book on Small Gardens, by Wilson Andrew

118. Maiandros blue and white beach bag, Nakas Concept

119. Maiandros turquoise beach bag, Nakas Concept

120. 2 Dunoon porcelain cups

121. Handmade necklace with string and metal

122. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

123. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

124. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

125. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

126. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

127. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

128. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

129. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

130. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E

131. Pulse oximeter JUMPER JPD-500E
132. Scarf

133. Porte-clés & Heart charm for the house

134. Wooden case of 3 bottles of wine from the Kokotos Estate (Asyrtiko, Agiorgitiko & Rosé)

135. Coffee-table Book from the Alpha Bank collection

136. Giftcard for €40 from the super market chain “AB Vassilopoulos”

137. “Chip & Dip” Platter, Michel Design Works

138. 2 Easter decorations

139. 2 Easter decorations

140. 2 Easter Candles

141. 2 Easter Candles

142. 2 Easter Candles

143. 2 Easter Candles

144. 2 Easter Candles

145. Set of 4 Lavender ceramic cups

146. Wash & blowdry

147. Wash & blowdry
148. Giftcard for €30 from the super market chain “AB Vassilopoulos”

149. Giftcard for €30 from “Public”

150. Giftcard for €30 from “Public”

* Gifts cannot be exchanged

** More prizes may be added to the list up until the last days before the Lottery Draw. Check our website (pedtrauma.gr/en/easter-lottery-2022/) for the updated list of prizes.